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We present an experimental and theoretical study of vibrational excitation of the C–O stretch
vibration of carbon monoxide adsorbed on a ruthenium Ru~001!surface with ultrashort femtosecond
infrared laser pulses. After broadband excitation leading to transfer of a significant fraction of the
CO molecules to their first (;15%) and second (;5%) vibrationally excited states, we observe a
competition between vibrational energy relaxation and energy delocalization through dipole–dipole
coupling. We reproduce the observed excited state spectra by solving the three-level Bloch
equations and accounting for intermolecular vibrational energy transfer on a picosecond time scale.
The rate of vibrational energy transfer, and its coverage-dependence, can be described by a Fo¨rster
energy transfer mechanism. We discuss possibilities to optimize the degree of localized vibrational
excitation of a specific bond of molecules at surfaces through chirped pulse IR excitation. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1404986#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is one of the goals in physical chemistry to achie
control over chemical reactions on a molecular level. Sin
the vibrational state of a molecule plays a key role in de
mining its reactivity, excitation of a specific vibrational mod
is an important aspect of state-selective chemistry. Con
over the outcome of a chemical reaction by mode-spec
vibrational excitation has been demonstrated in detail in
gas phase. For instance, the outcome of the reaction betw
a hydrogen atom and~deuterated!water to give H2 ~HD! and
OH ~OD!, can be controlled to a large extent by bon
specifically vibrationally exciting either the O–H or the O–
stretch vibration of the reactant water;1–3 the bond that is
vibrationally excited preferentially reacts. It is clear that
higher degree of vibrational excitation, viz. excitation
high-lying vibrational states, will increase the selectivi
Due to the anharmonicity of the vibrational ladder, broa
band infrared laser sources are ideally suited for the ‘‘vib
tional ladder-climbing’’ process.4,5 In addition, these shor
laser pulses have the advantage that the energy is ins
into the system faster than vibrational relaxation~IVR! and
energy redistribution can occur, so that the energy rem
localized in the relevant coordinate long enough for the s
sequent chemical transition to occur. This is particularly i
portant for larger molecules and, as will be demonstra
below, for molecules on surfaces. Indeed, it has been d
onstrated for gas-phase NO that ultrashort infrared pulses
be used to transfer population up to the highest level of
N–O stretch vibration within reach of the IR bandwidth, i.
up to v55.6 Equally high levels of vibrational excitation

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
m.bonn@chem.leidenuniv.nl
7720021-9606/2001/115(16)/7725/11/$18.00
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have been obtained after resonant broadband excitation
C–O stretching vibration of W~CO!6 in solution.7 Moreover,
frequency-chirped laser pulses can considerably enhance
efficiency of the population transfer, both for gas-phase N
~Ref. 8!and for liquid phase W~CO!6 .9 These chirped pulse
have a time-dependent frequency, that follow the consecu
vibrational transitions in an anharmonic potential: first t
molecule is offered the high frequency components wit
the bandwidth to climb the lower steps of the ladder, af
which the low-frequency components can be used to re
higher-lying vibrational states.

For molecules on surfaces, steering reactions by me
of infrared excitation has not yet developed to an equal
gree of sophistication. Although on insulator surfaces v
high degrees of vibrational excitation can be achiev
through vibrational energy pooling,10 and adsorbates hav
been chemically activated through IR excitation,11 on metal
surfaces two severe complications occur: first, due to e
cient coupling with the electron continuum in the underlyi
substrate, efficient vibrational energy relaxation will occ
by electron–hole pair excitation in the metal, typically on
picosecond time scale.12,13 This means that there will be
competition between excitation and de-excitation, especi
relevant for chirped pulses, which are inherently longer th
bandwidth-limited pulses. Second, the proximity and pref
ential alignment of molecules on the surface may give rise
dipole–dipole coupling between adsorbates, effectively de
calizing the vibrational energy~for CO and NO on Ru, see
for instance Refs. 14, 15, and 16 respectively!. The exchange
of vibrational energy on semi-conductor surfaces has b
observed among different Si–H stretch vibrations for hyd
gen adsorbed on a stepped silicon surface.17–19 However,
mode-selective chemistry requires localization of vibratio
il:
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
or permission of the author and AIP Publishing. This article appeared in J. 
doi.org/10.1063/1.1404986
1.0/
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energy in a specific bond, as has been demonstrated
multi-vibrational excitation~and desorption! of H/Si induced
by inelastic tunneling in scanning tunneling microscopy20

but so far not for optical excitation. A deeper understand
of the dynamics of vibrational energy transfer on metal s
faces and controlled vibrational excitation is therefore de
able.

We present here an investigation into the dynamics
vibrational excitations on surfaces, in particular into the C
stretch vibration of carbon monoxide absorbed on a Ru~001!
surface. We demonstrate that, after a vibrational excita
with ultrashort infrared pulses, there is a competition b
tween localization on the one hand and quenching~vibra-
tional relaxation! and delocalization14,15,21on the other hand
The delocalization is a consequence of dipole–dipole c
pling between the molecules on the surface. The degre
delocalization can be controlled by varying the surface c
erage, and the delocalization dynamics can be described
well by a Förster model for vibrational energy transfer. V
brational relaxation is quite efficient and calculations sh
that the adverse effect of vibrational relaxation on populat
higher-lying states can be circumvented only to a limit
extent by chirping the excitation pulses, in contrast to g
phase experiments.

We study these phenomena by means of sum-freque
generation spectroscopy~SFG! with intense, femtosecond in
frared pulses. The basic scheme behind sum-frequency
eration is illustrated in Fig. 1. SFG allows one to record
vibrational spectrum of molecules adsorbed on a surfac
the submonolayer coverage regime.22 For the high infrared
intensities used in the present study, a considerable frac
of the molecules can be vibrationally excited. This allows
the SFG from higher-lying vibrational states, as illustrated
the right panel of Fig. 1.

The behavior of the SFG signal as a function of covera
and infrared intensity contains important information abo
different aspects of dynamics of vibrations at surfaces,
will be demonstrated below. The experimental section is
lowed by a section regarding vibrational ladder climbing
surfaces, and the theoretical description of this phenome
in terms of the Bloch equations. We will also discuss t
possibility of achieving higher levels of excitation by chir

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of conventional sum-frequency gener
~SFG! spectroscopy~left panel!: An enhancement of the SFG intensity
observed when the infrared radiation is resonant with a vibrational tra
tion. Right panel: For a sufficiently intense~broadband! infrared pulse, sig-
nificant population transfer will occur to the first excited statev51. Subse-
quently, SFG from thev51→2 transition can occur, which will be slightly
red-shifted from thev50→1 due to the anharmonicity of the potential.
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ing the infrared pulse. In Sec. IV we present experimen
data on vibrational energy transfer among molecules on
faces. It is demonstrated that this can be described very
curately in terms of resonant Fo¨rster energy transfer. We con
clude by presenting a brief summary and conclusions. In
Appendix we demonstrate some effects of saturation on
experimental results, the interpretation and the correct tr
ment of this artifact.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed with a femtosecond
ser system combined with an ultrahigh vacuum~UHV!
chamber which is schematically displayed in Fig. 2. An o
tical parametric amplifier ~TOPAS, Light Conversion!
pumped by 4 mJ of an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser syst
~Titan II, Quantronix, 800 nm, 120 fs, 400 Hz repetition rat!
is used to generate tunable near-IR pulses~signal and idler,
;1–2.5mm! in BBO. Mid-IR pulses~2–10mm! are subse-
quently generated by difference frequency mixing~DFG! of
signal and idler in AgGaS2 ~Type I, thickness 1 mm!. At a
wavelength of about 5mm femtosecond IR-pulses with en
ergies up to 25mJ and a bandwidth of typically 100–12
cm21 ~FWHM! are obtained. The residual 800 nm light aft
the parametric generation is separated from the signal
idler by a dielectric beamsplitter and spectrally narrowed t
bandwidth of 5 – 8 cm21 using a pulse shaper~2000
grooves/mm grating, variable slit combination!. The spectral
narrowing results in a temporal spread for the 800 nm~VIS!
upconversion pulse between 1 and 4 ps, as verified by cr
correlation measurements. After passing a variable delay
VIS upconversion pulses are spatially and temporally ov
lapped with the IR pulses in a LiIO3 crystal outside the UHV
chamber at a position equivalent to the sample~Fig. 2,
dashed lines!. For the SFG experiments the IR and VI
pulses are focused into the UHV chamber under an angl
70° with respect to the surface normal. Typical pulse en
gies are 4mJ for the VIS and up to 11mJ for the IR pulses

ion

i-

FIG. 2. Schematic overview of the experimental setup: Solid lines indic
the optical setup used for broadband-IR sum-frequency-generation~SFG!
spectroscopy. Dashed lines refer to the W~CO!6 reference used for fre-
quency calibration as well as for optimizing the spatial and temporal ove
between the IR and VIS-upconversion beam~see text!.
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at the sample~beam waist at focus, 0.3 mm FWHM!. The
center frequency of the IR is resonant with the C–O stre
vibration.

SFG is a second-order nonlinear optical process in wh
two incident waves atvVIS and v IR generate an output a
vSFG5vVIS1v IR , where energy and momentum must
conserved.22 When using broadband-IR pulses, resonant
hancement will only occur for frequenciesv IR within the
bandwidth which are resonant with the vibrational transitio
Thus, vibrational spectra can be obtained without scann
the IR frequency.23–25The SFG beam is focused into a spe
trograph and dispersed across an intensified CCD detec

As a reference for frequency calibration a 1 mm CaF2
cell containing a 1023 M solution of W~CO!6 in CCl4 is used
in the IR beam path~Fig. 3, dashed lines!. The transmitted IR
spectrum is upconverted in a LiIO3 crystal with the narrow-
band VIS upconversion pulse and send to the spectrogr
The resulting SFG spectrum is displayed in Fig. 3 in co
parison with the spectrum of the pure solvent. The Loren
ian absorption@literature value: 1980 cm21 ~Ref. 26!# allows
for an absolute calibration within 1 cm21 the peak for the
reference is set at this frequency. The dispersion per pixe
the CCD camera can simply be obtained by scanning
spectrometer.

The Ru~001! sample is mounted in an UHV chamb
~base pressure 1310210 mbar! and can be cooled to 95 K
An extensive description of the complete experimental se
and surface cleaning procedures can be found in Ref. 27.
exposure was performed via a pinhole doser or a varia
leak valve. The CO coverage is determined by comparing
integrated desorption yield with thermal desorption spec
obtained after saturating the Ru surface with CO@0.68 ML
~Ref. 28!#. For all coverages reported here, CO is adsor
on atop Ru sites.28 Transient surface temperature increas
due to nonresonant laser heating by the VIS upconver
pulse are below 30 K and are therefore unimportant in
interpretation of the data.

FIG. 3. IR1VIS–sum-frequency-generation signal with~solid line! and
without ~dotted line! a 1 mm cell containing a 1023 M solution of W~CO!6

in CCl4 in the infrared beam path. The SFG is generated in an appropria
cut, phase-matched LiIO3 crystal. The ratio of the two signals shown in th
inset reveals the sharp resonance associated with the CO-stretc
W~CO!6 , used for calibration purposes.
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III. VIBRATIONAL LADDER CLIMBING

The upper panel of Fig. 4 depicts SFG spectra as a fu
tion of infrared intensity at a surface coverage of appro
mately 0.01 monolayers and a temperature of 95 K. T
coverage was kept sufficiently low to avoid effects of inte
molecular coupling~see below!. At low IR energies, a
Lorentzian resonance is observed associated with the tra
tion from the ground (v50) to the first excited (v51) state.
With increasing energy the fundamental transition (v50
→1) is saturated, and significant population is transferred
the (v51) state. An additional interaction with the broa
band infrared field gives rise to a polarization at the (v51
→2) transition, from which SFG is generated at a sligh
lower frequency due to the anharmonicity of the vibration
potential. This effect exhibits a strong nonlinear depende
on the infrared energy@as it is a fourth-order (x (4)) nonlinear
optical process, see below#, which is obvious from Fig. 4:
With increasing IR power thev51→2 hot band of the CO-
stretch vibration becomes clearly visible at 1961.460.3
cm21, in addition to the fundamental transition at 1990
60.1 cm21 which is also observed at lower IR energie
From these values the anharmonicity constant is determ
to be 13.660.36 cm21.29 The third resonance around 193
cm21 arises from two contributions: Thev52→3 hot-band
and the fundamental transition of the natural abund

ly

of

FIG. 4. Upper panel: Normalized SFG spectra of the CO-stretch of CO
Ru~001! as a function of IR energy at 95 K~gray lines! together with the
least-squares fits to the data~dotted lines!. Starting with an IR energy of 11
mJ at a coverage of about 0.007 ML a series of spectra was recorded
function of decreasing IR energy while dosing CO via the background. A
mJ the fundamental andv51→2 hot band transition are clearly visible. Th
third resonance is partly due to thev52→3 hot band. Lower panel: Reso
nant part of the fit depicted in the upper panel for the 6~lower trace! and 11
mJ ~upper trace! experiments~dotted lines! and the results of the calculation
~solid line! described in the text.
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13C16O in 12C16O gas. The SFG spectraI SFG(v) can be re-
produced very well by an expression for the second-or
nonlinear susceptibility consisting of a nonresonant termxNR

(2)

arising from the surface region of the metal and a reson
term xR

(2) associated with the vibrational transition,29,30

I SFG~v!}ux (2)u2; x (2)5xNR
(2)1xR

(2) ;
~1!

xNR
(2)5A0eif; xR

(2)5(
n

An

v IR2vn1 iGn
,

where the vibrational resonances are described by their r
nance frequenciesvn , linewidths 2Gn and amplitudesAn ,
so that thex (4) contribution is incorporated inx (2). A0 is the
amplitude of the nonresonant susceptibility andf its phase
relative to the vibrational resonance. The dotted lines in
upper panel of Fig. 4 depict the fit to the experimental d
using this procedure. The dotted lines in the lower pa
show the resonant contribution to the nonlinear susceptib
as obtained from the fit.

The resonant contributions to the transient spectra ca
calculated from the time-dependent polarization of
ground (v50→1) and excited state (v51→2) transitions
that are related to the off-diagonal elements of the den
matrix, asP(v)5eivVISt3Tr( r̄ m̄). The off-diagonal density
matrix elementsr i j oscillate atv i j 'v IR for near-resonan
excitation. In the rotating frame, the equations of motion
the different matrix elements ofr̄ read:31–33

ṙ̃0052 iV01r̃101c.c.1 r̃11/T1
10, ~2!

ṙ̃015 iV01~ r̃002 r̃11!1 iV21r̃02

2 r̃01@1/~2T1
10!11/T2

011 iV01#, ~3!

ṙ̃1152 iV12r̃211c.c.1 iV01r̃101c.c.2 r̃11/T1
10

1 r̃22/T1
21, ~4!

ṙ̃125 iV12~ r̃112 r̃22!2 iV10r̃022 r̃12@1/~2T1
10!

11/~2T1
21!11/T2

121 iV12#, ~5!

ṙ̃0252 i ~V01r̃122V12r̃01!2 r̃02@1/~2T1
21!

11/T2
021 iV02#. ~6!

The above equations are the independent equations fo
nine elements of the density matrix elements for the thr
level system. In addition we have:

r̃22512 r̃002 r̃11, ~7!

r̃105 r̃01* , ~8!

r̃215 r̃12* , ~9!

r̃205 r̃20* . ~10!

In these equations,r̃ i j 5r i j e
i (V i j )t, Vi j 52m i j /(2\)

E (t), T1
ab andT2

ab denote the population and pure dephas
lifetimes of transitiona→b, respectively, and the detunin
r

nt

o-

e
a
l
y

be
e

ty

r

the
-

g

V i j 5v i j 2v IR . m i j is the transition dipole moment of th
transition fromi to j andE (t) the envelope of the incident IR
field.

The set of Eqs.~1!–~5! is solved using a fourth-orde
Runge–Kutta scheme, after decomposing Eqs.~3!–~5! into
their real and imaginary parts, resulting in eight coupled d
ferential equations. In these calculations, we setT1

105T1
21,

since the available phase-space for electron–hole pair
ation in the relaxation processes are very similar, beca
almost the same amount of energy is involved in the t
relaxation processes. We neglect population decay from
second excited state directly to the ground state, since
matrix element associated with this forbidden transition
expected to be very small. Furthermore, we setm1252m01,
as for an harmonic oscillator,34 with m0152.1310230

C m.35 The T2’s are obtained from linewidth measuremen
of the fundamental@T2

01 corresponding to a linewidth of 3
cm21 ~Ref. 15!#, hot band transitions@T2

12 corresponding to a
linewidth of 15 cm21 ~Ref. 29!#, and overtone@T2

02 corre-
sponding to a linewidth of 6 cm21 ~Ref. 36!# reported pre-
viously. Finally, the observed resonant part of the SFG sp
trum can be calculated fromI res(v)}ux res

(2)u2}uP(v)u2, with
the polarization P(v)5eivVIStTr(r m)5eivVISt@(m01r10

2m10r01)1(m12r212m21r12)#. The first two terms contain
the signal at the fundamental transitionv01 and the second
terms give rise to the signal atv12, the so-called hot-band
transition (v51→2). Here, we assume that the VIS
upconversion pulse is continuous wave. We account for
spectral width of the upconversion pulse and the instrum
tal resolution by convoluting the resultant spectra with a
cm21 broad Gaussian. Initially, the vibrational lifetimeT1 of
both excited states was set to be 2.0 ps in the calculation
determined from previous time-resolved measurements
CO on other metal surfaces,12,13 and from extrapolation of
the linewidth to 0 K.15

The SFG light associated with thev51→2 hot band
transition is due to the interaction of the visible field with th
polarizationr12. It is clear from the above set of equation
that the pathway for generatingr12 is r00→r01→r11→r12,
each step comprising of one interaction with the incident
field @note that in Eqs.~2!–~6! each of these terms has th
preceding term multiplied by the infrared field (V) as a
source term#. Hence, the polarization represented byr12 is of
third order, and the additional interaction with the visib
field makes it a fourth-order nonlinear optical process. A s
ond pathway leading tor12 proceedsvia the overtone polar-
ization r02: r00→r01→r02→r12. By setting either one of
the source terms in Eq.~5!, i.e., iV12( r̃112 r̃22) or iV10r̃02,
to zero, it is possible to distinguish between the relative c
tributions of the two pathways. It turns out that the contrib
tion via the overtone polarizationr02 amounts to only 1% of
the overallr12; the pathway via population inv51 (r11) is
dominant.

The calculated resonant contribution to the spectra
Fig. 4 are shown as solid lines in the lower panel, and
agreement with results from the fit to the resonant SFG~dot-
ted lines! are excellent. The time-dependent envelopes of
polarization at the fundamental (P01) and the hot-band (P12)
transition are depicted in the upper panel of Fig. 5 for t
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calculation that reproduces the 11mJ-experiment. The lowe

panel depicts the time evolution of the population in the fi
and second excited states. Note that, as expected, the ri
the polarization at the hot-band transitionP12 is delayed with
respect to that of the fundamentalP01. This is due to the fact
that the buildup of the polarizationP12 arises from a se-
quence of interactions with the electromagnetic field: the
tial interaction creates polarizationP01, and subsequently a
additional interaction causes population to be transferre
v51. The third interaction with the IR field gives rise t
P12. The final, nonresonant interaction with the visible fie
creates the SFG from this vibrational polarization. For
same reason the population inv52 rises delayed when com
pared to the population in the first excited state~lower panel
of Fig. 5!. Approximately 15% of the CO molecules excite
to the first vibrationally excited state, and about 5% to
second vibrationally excited state. The relatively lar
amount of population inv52 is due to the larger transitio
dipole moment associated with the 1→2 transition compared
to the fundamental.

The integrated intensity of the hot-band compared to t
of the fundamental (I 12/I 01) depends on the precise value
the vibrational lifetimeT1 ; the degree of saturation increas
with increasing lifetime for a given excitation density. This
demonstrated in Fig. 6 which depicts (I 12/I 01) as a function
of IR fluence. However, since the duration of our laser pul
~120 fs! is appreciably shorter than the typical relaxati
times (T1 and T2 ;1 ps!, the effect does not allow for an
accurate estimates of the lifetime given the error bars a

FIG. 5. Upper panel: Time-evolution of the polarization at the fundame
(P01) and hot-band (P12) transition. These calculations correspond to the
mJ data of Fig. 4. The insets depicts the same data around time zero.
the delayed rise ofP12 compared toP01 . The pulse envelope is depicte
around zero delay. Lower panel: Time-evolution of excited state popula
in the first and second excited state levels.
t
of

i-

to

e

e

t

s

o-

ciated with experimental data. We can therefore only c
clude that the lifetime exceeds;0.5 ps~where it should be
noted that a sharper lower limit may be obtained from the
linewidth at low temperatures15!.

The efficiency of the population transfer to higher lyin
vibrational states may be substantially enhanced by chirp
the infrared excitation pulses, as has been demonstrated
example, for gas phase NO,8 and W~CO!6 in solution.9 The
mechanism behind the enhancement of population transf
that the frequency of the laser field is swept within the d
ration of the laser pulse, so that the appropriate~viz., reso-
nant! frequency is offered to the system at all times duri
the pulse: the front of the pulse contains high-frequen
components for the transitions near the ground state at
bottom of the potential well and the trailing edge of the pu
contains lower frequencies for transitions between high
line states~the potential is anharmonic!. It is not clear in
advance that this scheme works equally well for molecu
on surfaces as it does in the gas8 and liquid9 phase, since
there are additional considerations on surfaces; in the
phase, most relaxation processes are very slow, wherea
surfaces vibrational relaxation occurs on picosecond t
scale. The application of a chirp necessarily lengthens
duration of the laser pulse for a given spectral bandwid
hence there will be a competition between an increase
population transfer due to the presence of the chirp, an
decrease in efficiency since population can decay during
lengthened pulse. Here, we will briefly investigate the pos
bility of extending this technique to vibrations on surface

One can use a pulse shaper to positively or negativ
chirp pulses in the mid-infrared. The amount of chirp in t
laser pulse can be characterized bya, which is proportional
to the second derivative of the phase of the light wave
center frequencyv0 ~see, e.g., Ref. 37!,

a}
]2w

]2v
U

v5v0

~v2v0!2. ~11!

l

ote

n

FIG. 6. Relative intensity of the hot-band compared to the fundame
transition as a function of incident IR fluence. The experimentally de
mined fluence has a systematic uncertainty, and was scaled by a facto
for the data to coincide with calculations.
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For a Gaussian laser pulse, the duration of the chirped p
tp , for an originally bandwidth-limited pulse of durationt0

and bandwidthDv ~full width at half maximum! is

tp
25t0

21S 8a ln 2

t0
D 2

, ~12!

and the instantaneous frequencyv(t) varies linearly with
time,

v~ t !5v01

aS Dv2

ln 2 D 2

812a2S Dv2

ln 2 D 2 t. ~13!

We have calculated the maximal population in the sec
excited statev52 as a function of chirp solving Eqs.~1!–~5!
without the rotating frame approximation, since the fr
quency now varies during the laser pulse.

The result of this calculation for an IR fluence of 10 m
cm2 are depicted in Fig. 7, and it is clear that the populat
transfer is indeed more efficient for a slightly negative
chirped pulse. As expected, providing the resonance
quency for the (v51→2) following the (v50→1) fre-
quency can increase the efficiency of population transfe
v52. A factor of 2 with respect to the transform limite
pulses can be gained with a chirp ofa521.36310226 s2,
resulting in a pulse duration of 1.5 ps~see inset of Fig. 7;
original pulse duration: 120 fs!. Conversely, a positive chirp
leads to a strong decrease in population transfer. The fact
optimal population transfer is achieved for a pulse durat
similar to the energy relaxation lifetime, indicates that the
is a large effect of the rapid vibrational relaxation at t
metal surface: Indeed, as shown by the dotted line in Fig

FIG. 7. Calculated population in the second excited statev52 as a function
of chirp. With negative chirp, the blue components within the bandwidth
offered to the CO molecules first, and more efficient population tran
takes place. The comparison between calculations for a realistic life
(T152 ps, solid line! and a very long lifetime (T15200 ps, dashed line!
demonstrate the competition between the vibrational ladder climbing
energy relaxation. The inset shows the pulse characteristics for the
where population transfer is maximal forT152 ps: instantaneous frequenc
~left axis! and intensity envelope. Note that in the chirped pulse initially
blue part of the spectrum is present~resonant with the fundamental a
;1990 cm21!, followed by the red part~resonant with the hot band a
;1960 cm21!.
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if the vibrational lifetime is increased by two orders of ma
nitude to 200 ps, a 4-fold increase in population transfer
be obtained fora524.0 10226 s2 ~corresponding pulse du
ration: 4.5 ps!. For practical applications, these results ind
cate that, for vibrations on surfaces, the losses associ
with shaping an infrared pulse (;30%) may cancel out
some of the gain that can be achieved by doing so, altho
the relative gain may be significantly higher for higher-lyin
vibrational states. In addition, there may be other modes
other adsorbates that have longer lifetimes, even on m
surfaces.

IV. VIBRATIONAL ENERGY TRANSFER

In the previous paragraph excited state SFG spectra w
presented at relatively low CO coverages. This was don
avoid the effects of intermolecular interactions between
CO molecules, which is known to be present at higher c
erages. Extensive and detailed linear infrared spectrosc
investigations~reflectance absorption infrared spectroscop!
of the C–O stretch vibration of CO on Ru~001! have dem-
onstrated that with increasing coverage pronounced sh
~frequency renormalization! and narrowing of the vibrationa
resonance occurs.15 This is due to the fact that there exis
strong dipolar coupling between the CO molecules, eff
tively delocalizing the vibrational excitation. This means th
the discrete level picture of Fig. 1 breaks down and sho
be replaced by a band structure.38

Indeed, at higher coverages very different excited st
SFG spectra are obtained. For 0.33 ML, no hot band
observed—there are no longer discrete vibrational level
but as shown in Fig. 8 increasing IR power leads to a bro
ening and red-shift of the resonance as a result of satura
The excited-state spectra show a single broadened fea
with a non-Lorentzian line shape and an asymmetric tai
the long-wavelength side. These observations can only
explained by taking into account CO–CO-interactions in a
dition to the anharmonicity of individual CO molecules. A
0.33 ML dipole–dipole coupling between the adsorbed m
ecules leads to a delocalization of vibrational energy wit
the CO adlayer. According to Shenet al.39 the observed red-
shift can be related to the number of excited CO molecu

e
r
e

d
irp

FIG. 8. SFG spectra of the CO-stretch vibration of (A33A3)-CO/Ru~001!
(u50.33 ML) as a function of IR energy at 95 K. Note the absence
discrete vibrational transitions that are present for low CO coverage~see
Figs. 1 and 4!.
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or rather, the average degree of excitation per CO molec
since the excitation is shared coherently by the CO m
ecules. In the limit of strong intermolecular interaction, t
red-shift equals 4CG, with C the number of excited phonon
per CO molecule andG the vibrational anharmonicity@13.6
cm21 ~Refs. 29, 36!#. At the highest degree of excitation,
shift of 29 cm21 is observed, corresponding toC50.17, in
good agreement with the excited state population observe
low coverage~see above!.

The difference between the excited state spectra at
and high coverage are due to the fact that at low covera
fraction (;15%! of CO molecules is inv51, whereas the
rest of the molecules remain in the ground state. At h
coverage, the excitation is shared by all the molecules an
adding energy to the system, the vibrational amplitude of
molecules is increased. Thus with increasing coverage a t
sition from a localized vibration to a delocalized phono
type excitation must occur. Figure 9 depicts the measu
ments of this transition~left panel!. On the right panel of this
figure are calculations that reproduce the experimentally
served spectra. The experimental SFG spectra were reco
at a temperature of 95 K for increasing CO coverage~viz.,

FIG. 9. Left panel: SFG spectra of the CO stretch as a function of
coverage at 95 K. With increasing coverage thev51→2 hot band decrease
and disappears at a coverage of 0.025 ML. Right panel: Prediction o
exchange model for varying excitation residence times.
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for increasingly strong intermolecular coupling!. With in-
creasing coverage thev51→2 hot bandgradually disap-
pears, indicating a transition from discrete vibrational ene
levels to a continuum of states: the delocalization of vib
tional energy. This transition seems to be complete at a
coverage as low as 0.025 ML, where the hot-band is
longer discernible. The continuous character of the transi
is in agreement with theoretical predictions39 and previous
observations in three-dimensional systems.40,41

The calculated spectra in the right panel of Fig. 9 res
from a model which describes the energy delocalization a
function of finite residence time of the (v51→2) excitation
on one oscillator, before hopping to a neighboring oscilla
This means that the molecule will exhibit the spectrum as
ciated with the 0→1 transition as long as it is in the groun
state. Once the excitation finds this particular molec
~‘‘hops’’ onto it!, its spectrum will be that of the 1→2 tran-
sition. In this manner, the 0→1 frequency and the 1→2 fre-
quency become mixed, and the observed overall spect
will then critically depend on the speed at which the mixi
occurs, viz., the hopping rate. This process of spectral mo
lation is very similar to that determining the vibrational lin
shapes in the condensed phase through so-called exchan42

The exchange model by Shelbyet al.42 describes the effects
of thermal excitation and de-excitation of a low-frequen
mode (V), which is anharmonically coupled to a high
frequency vibration (v). The anharmonic coupling leads to
frequency differencedv/2 between the^nV50;nv50u
→unV50;nv51& and the ^nV51;nv50u→unV51;nv

51& transition ~we will refer to these as thê 0,0u
→u0,1& and thê 1,0u→u1,1& transitions!; dv is a measure of
the anharmonic coupling strength between the two mod
The spectrum associated with the high-frequency vibratio
determined by the rate of energy exchange between the
frequency mode and the bath, i.e., the rate of excitation
de-excitation rate of modeV. These rates are given byW1

5g n̄(V) andW25g(n̄(V)11), respectively, withn̄(V)
5@e\V/kbT21#21 the average number of reservoir excit
tions at frequencyV, and g the lifetime of the low-
frequency mode. The expression for the resulting absorp
line was derived to be42

e

I ~v!5
W1~dv!2/~11W1 /W2!

@v822~dv/2!2#21@W2~v81dv/2!1W1~v82dv/2!#2
, ~14!
where v85v2v0dv/2 ~with v0 the fundamental transi
tion!.

Analogous, in our system, we can identify^0,0u→u0,1&
as thev50→1 and^1,0u→u1,1& as thev51→2 transition;
the rate at which an oscillator changes frequency is de
mined by the residence time of the excitation on one m
ecule. We can therefore use the above expression for
spectrum by expressing the parametersW1 , W2 , g anddv
occurring in Eq.~14! in terms of the hopping rateghop ~the
r-
l-
he

inverse of the excitation residence time!, the ratio of excited
to nonexcited oscillatorsnexc and the anharmonicity of the
C–O stretch vibrationG, as

W15ghop nexc, ~15!

W25ghop, ~16!

dv52G, ~17!
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so that nexc/(nexc11! is the fraction of excited CO mol
ecules. The fact that the transition dipole moment for
hot-bandm12 is approximately twice that of the fundamenta
can be accounted for in this model by defining an effect
‘‘downrate’’ W2

eff50.53ghop, and settingW25W2
eff in Eq.

~14!. This increases the intensity of thev51→2 transition at
frequency (v82dv/2) by a factor of 2, and is correct fo
nexc*0.05, and considering we are interested only in n
malized spectra. Lifetime broadening along with the inst
mental response function are included by convoluting
resulting spectra with a 7 cm21 Lorentzian. SinceG andnexc

can be obtained directly from low-coverage data of the
panel, the only adjustable parameter in the model is the
citation residence timeghop

21 . For this dataset,G514.5 and
nexc50.25 ~corresponding to a fraction of excited oscillato
of 20%). With increasing coverage the intermolecular co
pling increases and therefore the excitation residence
decreases. As can be seen from Fig. 9, the model desc
the data remarkably well: Both the gradual filling of the g
between the two transitions as well as the red-shift of
resonance frequency of the fundamental transition as a re
of increasing energy exchange are reproduced by var
ghop between infinity and 1.2 ps. The increased hopping r
at higher coverages gives rise to motional narrowing of
two absorption lines, that are observed to merge toge
with increasing coverage. Figure 10, depicting the fitted
ergy transfer rates versus surface coverage, summarize
fits.43

The dipole–dipole interactions between CO molecu
on the surface of Ru~001! gives rise to energy transfer o
vibrational excitations. This is the so-called first Fo¨rster en-
ergy transfer,44 which is well-known for electronic
systems45–47 and has recently been observed at a surf
among different Si–H stretch vibrations for hydrogen a
sorbed on a stepped silicon surface.17–19 The expression for
the rate of energy transferkd→a from an excited donor dipole

FIG. 10. Experimental~solid boxes! and calculated~lines! coverage-
dependent energy transfer times (kd→a)21 as a function of coverageu of
CO molecules on the Ru~001! surface. The dotted line represents the on
dimensional calculation withr 5^r &, the dashed line employing the dis
cretized 2D radial distribution functiong(r ) ~see text!. Scaling factors are
indicated in the legend.
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to an unexcited acceptor dipole for a Fo¨rster-type interaction
reads48

kd→a5
k2md

2ma
2

4n4«0
2h2cr6E0

`

gd~n!ga~n!dn. ~18!

In this expression,«0 , h, andc are the vacuum permittivity,
Planck’s constant and the velocity of light, respectively.md

and ma are the absolute values of the transition dipole m
ments of donor and acceptor, 2.1310230 C m for CO on Ru
at low coverages~including the image dipole!. The distance
between the dipoles is given asr, n is the refractive index of
the medium between the dipoles andgd(n) andga(n) are the
normalized homogeneous line shapes of the donor and
ceptor vibrations, respectively. The effect of the relative o
entations of the dipoles is taken into account by the orien
tion factor k2 (0<k2<4), given by k5ed•ea23(ed"r )
3(ea"r )/ur u2, with e the unit vectors parallel to the dono
and acceptor dipoles andr the vector joining the dipoles
(ur u5r ). For parallel dipoles perpendicular to the surfa
considered here,k51.

For the homogeneous system of CO/Ru~001! the overlap
integral between the two normalized Lorentzians which ha
an equal full width at half maximum~FWHM! dnhom and are
centered at the same frequency, equals

E
0

`

gd~n!ga~n!dn5
1

pdnhom
. ~19!

For low coverages at low temperatures (;100 K!, dnhom

55 cm21.15 Inserting these values into Eq.~1! and setting
n51.0 ~refractive index of vacuum!, we obtain

kd→a5
3.0131017

r 6
, ~20!

with r in Å. For the well-orderedA33A3-structure the dis-
tance between two neighboring CO molecules isr 54.7 Å,
resulting inkd→a5(36 fs)21. This means that at high cov
erages the coherent energy transfer occurs on a time s
comparable to the vibrational motion of the CO molecu
~the frequency of 2000 cm21 corresponds to a vibrationa
period of 17 fs!. In this limit, it is more appropriate to view
the excitation as coherently delocalized over many coup
CO molecules, rather than as hopping from one CO molec
to the next15 ~note that, since the energy transfer is cohere
this does not lead to dephasing of the vibrational transit
and the associated line-broadening!. At lower coverages, the
hopping picture is appropriate and we can calculate an a
age distancê r &, from which a value of the hopping rat
kd→a

^r & can be calculated. For example, foru50.025 ML,
^r &517 Å andkd→a

^r & 5(80 ps)21, which is much slower than
the ~1.2 ps!21 from the fit. Although the absolute numbe
for the hopping rate are off significantly, the coverage dep
dence of the hopping rate is reasonably reproduced by
simple model, as evidenced by the dotted line in Fig. 10

However, at low coverages there will be a statistical d
tribution of intermolecular distances on the surface, and
to the r 6-dependence of the transfer rate, there will be
relatively large contribution from molecules close to ea
other. We can account for this by noting that for an arbitra

-
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pair-distribution functiong(r ), the number of acceptor
around an excited donor in the area delimited by the circ
with radiusr andr 1dr is given by 2pr ]rrg(r ), with r the
density~per surface area! of CO molecules. The densityr is
a function of the coverageu, given by r50.1583u ~in
Å 22). Thus, the effective rate of transfer, averaged over
distribution of molecules reads

^kd→a&5E
0

`

2prdrrg~r !kd→a . ~21!

We can consider the discretizedg(r ), since we know for
the hexagonal structure of the Ru~001! surface, that there ar
Ni sites for theith ‘‘lattice site’’ at a distancer i . For the first
11 shells,Ni56, 6, 6, 12, 6, 6, 12, 6, 12, 12, and 6, forr i

5r 0 , A3r 0 , 2r 0 , A7r 0 , 3r 0 , 2A3r 0 , A13r 0 , 4r 0 , A19r 0 ,
A21r 0 , and 5r 0 , respectively, withr 0 the distance betwee
two nearest-neighboring lattice sites~2.71 Å). The average
transfer rate calculated in this way will be denoted by^kd→a&
and is given by

^kd→a&5(
i 52

11

uNikd → a~r i !, ~22!

with kd→a(r i) defined in Eq.~20! and u the CO coverage
which represents the possibility of finding a CO molecule
a Ru atom. The sum is taken starting withi 52, since two
neighboring Ru atoms cannot both accommodate a CO m
ecule; at low coverage the minimal distance between two
molecules isA332.7154.7 Å. Truncating the distribution a
i 511 results in an error smaller than 1%, due to the stro
r-dependence ofkd→a(r i). Note that expression~22! can be
written as^kd→a&5k0 u, with k051.331014 s21.

This procedure results in the value for̂kd→a&
5(0.3 ps)21, at a coverageu50.025 ML, appreciably
smaller than that obtained from the average distance. T
value is in very reasonable agreement with the (1.2 ps21

obtained from the fit, especially considering that there are
adjustable parameters. The coverage dependence of^kd→a&,
exhibiting a proportionalityk}u, also agrees reasonab

FIG. 11. The frequency difference between thev50→1 and thev51
→2 transitions~apparent anharmonicity, or two-phonon bound state f
quency! as a function of CO surface coverage for low~circles! and high
~triangles! incident IR energies. The dotted line is the result of the calcu
tion according to the KFS-theory described in the text. Dashed lines are
same calculation corrected for saturation effects, observed to be larg
high fluences, but negligible for the lowest fluences used.
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well with experimental data. In particular, the coverage d
pendence is best described by^kd→a&5k0 u, with k052.6
31013 s21 ~a factor of 5.0 smaller than the calculated valu!.

This linear dependence of the exchange rate on the c
erage is also in good agreement with observations of t
perature dependent lineshift of the C–O stretch vibration
various coverages with reflectance absorption infrared sp
troscopy~RAIRS!. In these experiments, the dynamic dipo
shift, which is a qualitative measure for the degree of de
calization of the C–O stretch vibration, was found to i
crease linearly with coverage.15

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, femtosecond vibrational saturation sp
troscopy of the CO-stretch vibration of CO/Ru~001! allows
for the study of the dynamics of the CO-stretch vibration
CO coverages as low as 0.01 ML. The strong excitat
~saturation! of the fundamental transition of the CO-stretc
make the simultaneous observation of the fundamental
subsequentv51→2 hot band transition possible. At low
coverages, the vibrational excitation is localized on in
vidual CO molecules, and it is demonstrated that@an ap-
proximate# ;twofold increase in thev52 excited state
population can be achieved by chirping the broadband in
red laser pulse. At higher CO coverages, a transition fr
localized oscillators to delocalized phonons can be obser
directly. Thev51→2 hot-band transition of the CO-stretc
vibration serves as a sensitive indicator for vibrational e
ergy localization. With increasing coverage the lateral int
actions between the adsorbed molecules and therefore
delocalization of vibrational energy increases which leads
the disappearance of the hot band at a coverage around 0
ML. In conjunction with a modified exchange model, th
dynamics of the delocalization process can be deduced,
the excitation is found to ‘‘hop around’’ on time scales dow
to 1.2 ps, further decreasing with increasing coverage. Th
excitation residences times can be reproduced by a sim
model of resonant vibrational energy transfer.
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APPENDIX: SATURATION EFFECTS

Throughout the experimental studies described in t
paper, we have employed the fact that we can saturate
C–O stretch vibration, i.e., excite a significant fraction
these oscillators to their first excited state, to obtain inform
tion on the vibrational dynamics. In this Appendix, we w
briefly describe the unwanted side-effects that may app
using these techniques, and must be accounted for care

The dipole–dipole coupling among the CO molecu
gives rise to the delocalization of vibrational energy, and
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dispersion of the resulting delocalized phonon-mode cau
by this intermolecular interaction can be observed.38 It also
leads to an increase in apparent anharmonicity~the differ-
ence in frequency between thev50→1 andv51→2 tran-
sition! with increasing coverage. Figure 11 depicts the app
ent anharmonicity versus the surface coverage. This qua
is sometimes also referred to as two-phonon bound s
~TPBS! shift,12,39and is a measure of the effective dispersi
at low coverage. Due to the interaction between the m
ecules at the surface, the energy difference increases
increasing interaction strength~coverage! in accordance with
theory.39 The ~0→1! and the~1→2! transition frequencies
are derived from a least-squares fits to a set of experime
data taken at low IR energies~3–6mJ! in order to minimize
the effect of saturation, and a set obtained at 10mJ. Note that
there is a large difference in the apparent anharmonicities
these different energies, implying that saturation effects h
to be taken into account when considering the data. The
ted line in this figure is a prediction from a model by Kim
ball, Fong and Shen~KFS model!39 assuming a system o
coupled anharmonic oscillators defined by anharmonicityG
and effective dispersionW, which is a measure of the inte
molecular interaction.W is treated as a free parameter a
suming a linear increase as a function of CO coverage.
though Ref. 39 does not provide an explicit expression fo
2D system, the expressions for a one-dimensional lin
chain and a 3D lattice with a semi-circular density of sta
results in very similar dispersions.12 To obtain the best agree
ment between the experimental data at low excitation e
gies experiment and theoryW has to increase by 42
cm21/ML and 405 cm21/ML at these low coverages, for th
3D and 1D model, respectively. These values are very s
factory, since it means that at 0.025 ML coverage wh
roughly the phonon-localization transition is observ
~which is theoretically predicted to take place whenG
'W), the effective dispersion amounts to approximat
(0.0253410) cm21510.3 cm21, which is very close to the
anharmonicity of 13.6 cm21.

It is clear that the effective dispersion~or, equivalently,
the apparent anharmonicity! is a quantity inherent to the sys
tem, and should not depend on the energy of the pulses
to establish it. Apparently, at an infrared energy of 10mJ the
distortion due to saturation is very large~a least square fit to
those data results in a dispersion 3.5 times smaller than
obtained from the low-energy data!. The question that arise
is to what extent the;3.5mJ-measurements also suffer fro
saturation effects.

To investigate the effect of saturation on this measu
ment, and in particular whether the low-energy data set
recorded at sufficiently low energy to obtain an accur
value for the dispersion, we use the exchange model that
introduced above. The exchange model, which can be u
to calculate excited state spectra, does not incorporate
increase in apparent anharmonicity. Rather, it predicts
with ~i! increasing coverage and~ii ! increasing degree o
excitation, the~0→1! and the ~1→2! transitions will ap-
proach each other, finally merging together into one re
nance, as can be observed in Fig. 9. Effect~i! is the physi-
cally interesting effect inherent to the vibrational dynam
ed
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of the system: with increasing coverage the hopping rate
increase, resulting in an increased mixing of the~0→1! and
the ~1→2! state, leading to a decrease in apparent anhar
nicity. Effect ~ii ! is an artifact of the technique: with increa
ing excitation, there will simply be more intensity of th
~1→2! state to mix in with the fundamental transition, whic
will also result in the merging of the two lines: this mea
that as the excitation density increases, the two lines
proach each other and the apparent anharmonicity decre
although the coverage and therefore the hopping rate
mains unchanged; this is an artifact of the measurement d
to saturation.

This effect is illustrated in Fig. 12, which depicts th
peak position of the fundamental~0→1! transition as a func-
tion of coverage for the two energies; at low energy t
frequency is constant, whereas at higher energies, the fu
mental transition is shifted to the red as dipole–dipole c
pling sets in with increasing coverage. In other words,
high excitation densities the~0→1! transition is no longer
purely ~0→1!, but has significant~1→2! mixed in, causing
the red-shift. This effect is an artifact of the measurem
and can be reproduced theoretically: the lines in this gr
result from calculations with hopping rates^kd→a&5k0 u,
with k051.331013 s21, in agreement with the calculatio
presented in Fig. 10. The values ofnexc50.06 andnexc

50.25 ~corresponding to excited state fractions of 0.06 a
0.2, respectively! were obtained from the transient spectra.
is interesting to note that experimentally the red-shift occ
more suddenly and at a higher coverage than predicted t
retically. It is clear from figure 12 the effect of saturation c
be quite significant at higher excitation energies, but t
these effects can be reproduced and accounted for using
theoretical approach described above.

Returning to Fig. 11, we can use this same calculation
estimate the effect of saturation on the apparent anharmo
ity measurement. In addition to the calculation where satu
tion is neglected~dotted lines!, two dashed lines are show
depicting the result of the calculation corrected for the sa
ration at the two energies. It is immediately clear that for lo
energies the effect of saturation is negligible, but indeed
higher energies, the calculation demonstrates that the

FIG. 12. Frequency of the fundamental C–O stretch vibration as a func
of coverage for two different excitation energies~triangles: 3.5mJ; circles:
10 mJ!. The lines are the results of calculations that incorporate the effec
saturation~see text!, with degrees of excitationnexc denoted in the legend.
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crease in apparent anharmonicity with increasing coverag
partly canceled out by saturation effects. Note that satura
effects will not affect the hopping times as obtained from
exchange model, since the saturation effect is incorpora
directly in the model throughnexc.

Summarizing, it is clear that in the interpretation of no
linear infrared spectra of coupled vibrations at surfaces, s
ration effects must be incorporated for a correct descrip
of the vibrational dynamics. Saturation artifacts can
avoided by retaining low excitation densities.
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